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Abstract. In the field of parallel computing, the late leader Ken
Kennedy, has raised a concern in early 1990s: “Is Parallel Computing
Dead?” Now, we have witnessed the tremendous momentum of the “sec-
ond spring” of parallel computing in recent years. But, what lesson should
we learn from the history of parallel computing when we are walking out
from the bottom state of the field?

To this end, this paper examines the disappointing state of the work in
parallel Turing machine models in the past 50 years of parallel comput-
ing research. Lacking a solid yet intuitive parallel Turing machine model
will continue to be a serious challenge. Our paper presents an attempt
to address this challenge — by presenting a proposal of a parallel Tur-
ing machine model — the PTM model. We also discuss why we start
our work in this paper from a parallel Turing machine model instead of
other choices.
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1 Introduction and Motivation

Parallel computing is a type of computation in which many calculations are
carried out simultaneously, operating on the principle that large problems can
often be divided into multiple smaller ones such that teamwork by multiple
processors can deliver the computational result sooner.

Historically, we have witnessed significant progress in parallel computing from
1960 s to 1980s. Notable advances in parallel computer architecture have been
made ranging from the R&D on massive SIMD parallel computers [3] to the
vector processing computers. However, in the early 1990s, the once bright looking
future of the parallel and high-performance computing field had encountered
serious challenge — so serious that had prompted a well known speech entitled
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“Is Parallel Computing Dead?” [30] given by late Ken Kennedy — an influential
world leader of parallel computer field in 1994.

In the meantime, the world has witnessed the fantastically successful history
of sequential computer systems based on so-called von Neumann model. The first
von Neumann machine EDVAC [16] based on von Neumann architecture [39] was
proposed in 1946 and soon found significant commercialization opportunities.
Why does von Neumann architecture (the sequential computer architecture as
it has been known) have such a robust history for over the past 60 plus years and
continue to flourish in many ways into the new millennium? why does sequential
approach continue more successfully than the parallel, given the advantages of
the parallel approach?

One of such pillars is a robust sequential programming model whose founda-
tion is based on the Turing machine model and the von Neumann architecture
model that specifies an abstract machine architecture to efficiently support the
Turing machine model. What should be the equivalent pillar to support parallel
computation?

Unfortunately, there is no commonly accepted parallel Turing machine model
and a corresponding parallel abstract architecture model for its realization. How-
ever, much good work on parallel models of computation exist, such as Leslie G.
Valiant’s work, proposing the Bulk Synchronous Parallelism (BSP) model as a
bridging model of parallel computation between hardware and software [38], and
David Culler’s work on the LogP model as a practical model of parallel computa-
tion which focuses on performance characterization of parallel algorithms [6] —
both served as significant milestones in the path searching for good models of
parallel computation.

Most of the popular work on parallel models of computation have their basis
on the concept of threads. Threads are a seemingly straightforward adaption of
the dominate sequential model of computation in concurrent systems. However,
as Ed. Lee stated in his paper “The Problem with Threads”, “they discard the
most essential and appealing properties of sequential computation: understand-
ability, predictability and determinism.” [33]

Consequently, in this paper, we choose to begin our work from a Turing
machine model — in a path that is not actively pursued in prior research of par-
allel models of computation. We believe that there is a need to clearly identify
the two corner stones of a parallel Turing machine model: a parallel program
execution model (PXM) and an abstract architecture model. The sound prop-
erties of parallel programs should be specified in a clean and simple program
execution model (PXM), which is not based on threads, while the realization
of PXM should be the role of the design of an efficient abstract architecture
model — and there may well be more than one design choice.

A summary of main contributions of this paper is outlined as follows:

– A survey reveals a disappointing status of the field of parallel Turing machine
model studies.

– A Parallel Turing machine (short named PTM) model is proposed. The for-
mulation of the proposed PTM consists of two interrelated parts: (a) a parallel
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program execution model; (b) an associated abstract architecture model serv-
ing as a guideline to individual physical machine implementations.

– We highlight how our PTM addresses some of the weaknesses of the existing
parallel Turing machine models. The program execution model of our PTM is
based on the concept of codelets (not threads), that preserve good proper-
ties, like determinacy, which are keys to the realization of modular (parallel)
software construction principles by a parallel abstract architecture model.

– We conclude by presenting certain topics as future work on parallel Turing
machine models.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe the
existing parallel Turing machine model in detail and suggest possible areas for
improvement. Section 3 presents our proposal: a parallel Turing machine model
called PTM based on the concept of codelets and codelet graphs. A PTM consists
of a codelet graph and a memory. The program of our PTM is represented by
a codelet graph (CDG), and the corresponding abstract architecture model is
called CAM (codelet abstract architecture). An example is included to illustrate
how a parallel program is executed under our PTM. Section 4 briefly reviews
related work. Section 5 gives the conclusion of our work and raises some open
questions for future study.

2 Existing Work on Parallel Turing Machine —
A Disappointing Status Report

2.1 Existing Parallel Turing Machine Proposals

In 1936, Alan Turing invented an idealized computing device [37], named Turing
machine (TM). Dr. Turing’s model for sequential program execution influenced
the programming model of sequential computers. Hemmerling [24] first tried to
propose a parallel computing Turing model in 1979. His model consists of a
number of finite state machines working on a shared Turing tape.

Wiederman generalized Hemmerling’s model [40] in an article published in
1984. Wiederman’s parallel Turing machine has one infinite tape, as does a
sequential Turing machine, but it may have multiple processing units (PUs),
namely multiple read/write heads. Each processing unit, working in a simi-
lar fashion as a single sequential Turing machine, can read the input from the
tape and write the output back to the tape independently. Figure 1a illustrates
Wiederman’s model.

The behavior of a “program”, namely the corresponding FSM of a paral-
lel Turing machine, is quite different from that of sequential Turing machine.
Consider a state S of a FSM that has several successor states {S1, S2,. . . } all
corresponding to the same input. Under a sequential Turing machine, the tran-
sition from S will non-determistically select one of the states from the set {S1,
S2,. . . } to be next state and make a transition accordingly. Under Wiederman’s
Turing machine model, state S makes transitions to a set of states {S1,S2,. . . }
simultaneously, as shown in Fig. 1b.
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Fig. 1. (a) Wiederman’s model: multiple processing units share a common tape;
(b) Generating the new processing units: PU0 copies itself yielding PU1 and PU2,
each with its own event in the shared FSM control. (Color figure online)

Wiederman’s model starts with a single processing unit; as soon as the com-
putation begins, when a running processing unit (PU) encounters any state with
multiple succeeding states labelled with the same input, the FSM will begin to
exploit the power of parallelism dynamically, i.e., the processing unit (PU) will
produce copies of itself, so that there is one PU for each of the possible transi-
tions, and carries out the operations.

Figure 1b and a illustrate this situation. In Fig. 1b, PU0 whose state is in S0
meets symbol ’1’. Sharing the contol FSM, it provides for two processing units
(PU1 and PU2) with events for state S1 and S2 respectively. After the mul-
tiplication, each of these processing units works as a separate Turing machine.
However, all the new processing units in Wiederman’s parallel Turing machine
will still share the same FSM which is the same with the FSM before multiply-
ing, as shown in Fig. 1a. The only difference between these PUs is that they are
in different states of the FSM — the green PU1 is in state S1 and the brown
PU2 is in state S2.

From our reading, in Wiederman’s model, it appears to follow an assumption
that all PUs run synchronously, which means they all finish a step in the same
time. Thus additional wait states may be used to avoid serious conflicts (i.e., two
memory operations happen concurrently and at least one of them is a write).
However, if we allow the PUs to operate asynchronously, serious conflict, such
as reordering writes to be after VS. before reads, may occur.

2.2 The Disappointing Status on Parallel Turing Machine Studies

There is little published work on parallel Turing machine. The few parallel Turing
machine proposals we are aware of still use tapes as the model of storage in the
corresponding architecture description. There seems to be little enthusiasm for or
interest in searching for a commonly accepted parallel Turing machine model and
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corresponding abstract architecture model in the field of parallel computing. This
is true even during the past 10+ years of the second spring of parallel computing.

Forty years have passed since Hemmerling’s attempt to propose a paral-
lel Turing machine model in 1979. In Computer Science, the field of concur-
rency — which covers both parallel computing and distributed computing —
has advanced significantly since its infancy in 1960s and early 70s [31]. With
the experience and lessons of the serious down turn of parallel computing in the
1990s, we also learned the importance of developing a standard, robust inter-
face between software and hardware as a basis of machine independent parallel
programming.

Today, any serious attempts on parallel Turing machine must have a solid
model of memory beyond Turing’s tape storage. As described in previous section
on Wiederman’s model, after the multiplication, those replicated processing units
will operate in parallel but they still work on the same tape. So they will com-
municate with each other by reading and writing a shared memory location.
However, concurrent access of the shared memory location may cause a conflict.
The resolution of such memory conflicts must deal with the so-called memory
consistency model of the underlied architecture model — a field pioneered by
Leslie Lamport in 1978 [31] — at about the same time as the first parallel Turing
machine work by Hemmerling was published.

3 A Parallel Turing Machine Model — Our Proposal

Like we have mentioned earlier, we choose to start our work on a parallel Turing
machine model, instead of following the research of parallel models of com-
putation. Section 3.1 gives a definition and description of concepts of codelets
and codelet graphs. Section 3.2 demonstrates our proposed PTM, consisting of
a PXM and an abstract architecture, while Sect. 3.3 shows an example of how
the PTM works. Finally, in Sect. 3.4, we have a short discussion of determinacy
property of our proposed PTM.

3.1 The Concept of Codelets and Codelet Graphs (CDGs)

Codelets. A codelet is a unit of computation that can be scheduled atomically
for execution and it is the principal scheduling quantum (PSU) in codelet based
execution model. A codelet may be made up of a group of (many) machine
level instructions and organized with various control structures including loops.
Once become enabled (i.e. ready to be scheduled for execution), a codelet may
be scheduled to an execution unit (or EU) and be executed non-preemptively
as an atomic PSU — keeping the EU usefully busy until its termination. The
effectiveness of the non-preemptive model has been demonstrated through the
mapping of a number of applications onto a many-core chip architecture with
160 cores [22].
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Codelet Graphs. A program can be organized by a composition of multi-
ple codelets into a graph called a codelet graph . A CDG is a directed graph
G(V,E), where V is a set of nodes and E is a set of directed arcs. In a CDG,
nodes in V may be connected by arcs in E. Every node in G denotes a codelet.
An arc (V1, V2) in the CDG is a representation of a precedence relation between
nodes V1 and V2. Such a relation may be due to a data dependence between
codelet V1 and V2.

The concept of a codelet graph (CDG) has its origin in dataflow graphs [13].
In particular, it leverages the dataflow program graphs proposed in the McGill
Dataflow Architecture Model [17]. Consequently, a unique feature of CDGs
is that they employ the “argument–fetching” dataflow model proposed by
Dennis and Gao [10,19].

Firing Rules. The execution model of a codelet graph is specified by its opera-
tional semantics — calledfiring rules: A codelet that has received all the required
events1 — “signal tokens” on the corresponding input arcs of the codelet — will
become enabled. Any enabled codelet can be scheduled for execution (or called
“firing”, a term used in dataflow models of computation). Firing of an enabled
codelet will consume all the input events (remove the signal tokens), perform the
computation as specified by the codelet and produce results, and generate output
events.

3.2 The Parallel Turing Machine Model

Program execution model (PXM) of the PTM. In our model, a PTM con-
sists of a codelet graph (CDG) and a memory. The CDG can execute a program,
which has been described in Sect. 3.1. It serves as the function of a “program”
just like the finite state machine (FSM) in sequential Turing machine. A memory
consists of a set of locations. The content of each location is addressable by an
addressing mechanism, and manipulated through a set of memory operations
like load and store operations. For the purpose of this paper, the memory can
be considered organized and operated as a RAM (random access memory). The
memory organization itself is left to be defined by a specific abstract architecture
model and will be discussed later. A state of a PTM consists of the state of the
CDG and memory. At a particular time, a state of a CDG is its configuration at
that time, while the state of memory is the content of the memory at that time.
A configuration of CDG is the assignment of events on the arcs of the CDG. An
initial state of the PTM is the initial configuraton of the CDG and the initial
contents of the memory. The computation of a PTM is carried out by the state
transitions defined as follows.

Assume the CDG is currently at a particular state. Based on the current
configuration, there may be a set of codelets which are enabled (or in enable
1 The term token, is from a familiar terminology of dataflow literature. In the rest of

this paper, we use the term events to denote signal tokens (or event tokens) present
on certain arcs.
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state) and a subset of which is selected to fire. Firing of an enabled codelet
consists of the following three steps: firstly, it consumes all the input events;
then the processing unit will read the input data from memory, perform the
computation as specified by the codelet; finally, it stores results into memory,
and generates output events. When the computation (firing) of the codelet is
completed, some new events will be produced, and placed on its corresponding
output arcs according to the specific firing rule of it. Also, upon completion, the
memory state will be updated. Upon the completion of the firing of all selected
codelets, a new state of the PTM is reached — consisting of a new configuration
and a new memory state. This will complete the state transition process.

An abstract architecture model of the PTM. Now, we present the abstract
architecture model of our proposed PTM which we named as CAM — i.e.,
codelet abstract machine , as shown in Fig. 2.

A CAM consists of (1) a collection of codelet processing units (CPUs) and
memory units (MUs), (2) a collection of codelet scheduling units (CSUs), (3) a
hierarchy of interconnection network (HIN). The CPUs and MUs can be grouped
together by connecting through the HIN and form nodes of the CAM. A number
of nodes can be connected into a cluster through the HIN. These clusters can
be further connected and organized into higher-level hierarchy such as a hier-
archy of trees, meshes, etc. The MUs in CAM are organized to share a single
shared address space. Consequently, the design decision on the memory consis-
tency model is critical. Our PTM and its CAM will follow a specific memory
consistency model.

Fig. 2. CAM: codelet abstract machine

However, the details of the memory consistency model (MCM) and the struc-
ture of clusters connected by HIN are left as a design decision for any particular
physical architecture that realizes the CAM. That is, we assume any physical
architecture that implements the CAM will make the choice of a specific MCM
and cluster structure that best apply to the underlying programming environ-
ment, hardware technology and other trade-offs so that a physical architecture
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and related machines may be built. Note that our CAM follows the stored-
program principle as described by John von Neumann in the description of the
EDVAC machine [39]. However, our CAM design may eliminate one-word-at-a-
time between CPU and memory by permitting multiple data words be communi-
cated concurrently between memory (made of multiple memory units) and CPUs.

3.3 An Example to Illustrate How the PTM Works

In Fig. 3 we illustrate a simple but informative CDG example of the proposed
Parallel Turing machine. This “program” will first invert the tape contents and
then change all the contents to ‘0’. If there are many execution units to do the
work, which means each processing unit does the invert operation or changes
the symbol to ‘0’ at a specific memory location, the total excution time should
be much less.
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Fig. 3. A CDG example. (a) Codelet A: inverting the content of memory location a.
(b) Codelet B: changing the content of memory location b to 0 (c) A non-conflict CDG

Codelet A (Fig. 3a) is a compound codelet which does the invert operation.
It is defined as a conditional schema consisting of a decider, two codelets and a
conditional merge. Codelet A is enabled once the input event (a) is available on
the input arc. When fired, it will invert the content of memory location a. Also,
an output event will be generated. Codelet B (Fig. 3b) is a simple codelet. It is
enabled whenever the input event (a) arrives. When fired, it changes the content
of memory location a to ‘0’ and generates the output event.

Figure 3c illustrates a non-conflict CDG, which does exactly what we need
and exploits as much parallelism as is presented in the problem to be solved.
The three codelet As in Fig. 3c are first enabled by inputs and their outputs will
carry the value of memory locations to be accessed and enable three codelet Bs.
The numbers 0, 1 and 2 on codelet As’ input arcs, act as the values of memory
locations to be accessed. It means that when the input events arrive, the left
codelet A, the middle codelet A and the right codelet A will invert the content
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of memory location 0, 1, 2 separately. So the contents of all the involved memory
locations will be first inverted and then changed to ‘0’.

Figure 4 gives a detailed description about how the CDG is executed. A CDG
could be executed on a CAM with arbitrary number of CPUs. Take Fig. 4 as an
example. If there are more than three CPUs, three codelet As could be executed
by any three of them. If there are fewer than three CPUs, the parallelism can not
be fully exploited, only some of the enabled codelets (usually the same number
as there are idle CPUs) are chosen by the CSUs and are executed first, then the
CSUs continuously choose enabled codelets to execute until there are no more
enabled codelets. Without losing generalization, we use a CAM with three CPUs
to explain how this CDG is executed.

Fig. 4. The execution steps of non–conflict example

Figure 4 describes the detailed execution steps of the non-conflict CDG:

1. Step 1, the input events reach the corresponding input arcs of codelet As,
thus all the codelet As are enabled.

2. Step 2, as there are three CPUs, the same number with enabled codelets, all
these enabled codelet As are fired. They consume all the input events, invert
the content of memory locations 0, 1 and 2, and then generate output events
respectively. These output events further reach codelet Bs’ input arcs, thus
all three codelet Bs are enabled.

3. Step 3, all the enabled codelet Bs are fired. They consume all the input events,
change the content of memory locations 0, 1 and 2 to ’0’ and then generate
output events respectively.

4. Step 4, all those enabled codelets are fired and no more enabled codelets left,
now the computation is finished.

If there are enough units (say, six), we can change the CDG to let all these
six codelets enabled at the same time to achieve significant speedup. Although
this may cause conflicts when several codelets which have data dependence are
scheduled at the same time, we could use a weak memory consistency model to
avoid it.
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From the previous examples, we can see that our proposed PTM has advan-
tages over Wiederman’s model: using event-driven CDG, we can illustrate a par-
allel algorithm more explicitly. What’s more, since necessary data dependence
is explicitly satisfied by the “events”, our PTM could execute a CDG correctly
regardless of the number of CPUs or whether they are synchronous or not. Mean-
while, using memory model to replace Turing tape, as well as CAM instead of
read/write head, we make it more suitable to realize our PTM in modern parallel
hardware design. Thus, we still leave enough design space for system architecture
and physical architecture design. For example, we don’t limit the design choices
of the detailed memory consistency model and cluster structure, because these
design choices may differ according to the specific application or hardware.

3.4 Determinacy Property of Our Proposed PTM

Jack Dennis has proposed a set of principles for modular software construction
and described a parallel program execution model based on functional program-
ming that satisfied these principles [9]. The target architecture — the Fresh
Breeze architecture [12] — will ensure a correct and efficient realization of the
program execution model.

Several principles of modular software construction, like Information-Hiding,
Invariant Behavior, Secure Argument and Recursive Construction principle are
associated with the concept of determinacy [14]. Consequently, the execution
model of our proposed PTM laid the foundation to construct well-behaved
codelet graphs which preserve the determinacy property. A more detailed dis-
cussion of the well-behaved property and how to derive a well-behaved codelet
graph (CDG) from a set of well-structured construction rules have been outlined
in [21], where the property of determinacy for such a CDG is also discussed.

4 Related Work

4.1 Parallel Turing Machine

There seems to be little enthusiasm for or interest in searching for a commonly
accepted parallel Turing machine model. This is true even during the past 10+
years of the second spring of parallel computing.

In Sect. 2, we have already introduced the early work on parallel Turing
machine models proposed by Hemmerling and Wiederman. Wiederman showed
that his parallel Turing machine was neither in the “first” machine class [2],
which is polynomial-time and linear-space equivalent to a sequential Turing
machine, nor in the “second” machine class, which cannot be simulated by STM
in polynomial time.

Since the publication of early work on parallel Turing machine models, some
researchers have investigated different versions of these parallel Turing machine
models. Ito [28] and Okinakaz [36] analyzed two and three-dimensional parallel
Turing machine models. Ito [29] also proposed a four-dimensional parallel Turing
machine model and analyzed its properties. However, these works focused on
extending the dimension of parallel Turing machine model of Wiederman’s work,
but ignore its inherent weaknesses outlined at the end of Sect. 2.
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4.2 Memory Consistency Models

The most commonly used memory consistency model is Leslie Lamport’s sequen-
tial consistency (SC) model proposed in 1978 [31]. Since then, numerous work
have been conducted in the past several decades trying to improve SC model —
in particular to overcome its limitation in exploitation of parallelism. Several
weak memory consistency models have been introduced, including weak con-
sistency (WC, also called weak ordering or WO) [15] and release consistency
(RC) [23] models.

Existing memory models and cache consistency protocols assume memory
coherence property which requires that all processors observe the same order of
write operations to the same location [23]. Gao and Sarkar have proposed a new
memory model which does not rely on the memory coherence assumption, called
Location Consistency (LC) [20]. They also described a new multiprocessor cache
consistency protocol based on the LC memory model. The performance potential
of LC-based cache protocols has been demonstrated through software-controlled
cache implementation on some real world parallel architectures [5].

4.3 The Codelet Model

The codelet execution model [21] is a hybrid model that incorporates the advan-
tages of macro-dataflow [18,27] and von Neumann model. The codelet execution
model can be used to describe programs in massive parallel systems, including
hierarchical or heterogeneous systems.

The work on codelet based program execution models has its root in early
work of dataflow models at MIT [8] and elsewhere in 1960–70s. It was inspired by
the MIT dynamic dataflow projects based on the tagged-token dataflow model [1]
and the MIT CILK project [4] of Prof. Leiserson and his group. The codelet
execution model extends traditional macro-dataflow models by adapting the
“argument-fetching” dataflow model of Dennis and Gao [10]. The term “codelet”
was chosen by Gao and his associates to describe the concepts presented earlier in
Sect. 3.1. It derives from the concept of “fiber” proposed in early 1990s in EARTH
project [26] which has been influenced strongly by the MIT Static Dataflow
Architecture model [11]. As a result, we can employ a popular RISC architecture
as a codelet execution unit (PU) [25].

The terminology of codelet under the context of this paper was first sug-
gested by Gao, and appeared in a sequence of project notes in 2009–2010, that
finally appeared in [21]. It has been adopted by a number of researchers and
practitioners in the parallel computing field. For example, the work at MIT led
by Jack Dennis — the Fresh Breeze project, the DART project at university
of Delaware [21], and the SWift Adaptive Runtime Machine (SWARM) under
the DOE Dynax project led by ETI [32]. The DOE Exascale TG Project led by
Intel has been conducting research in OCR (Open Community Runtime) which
is led by Rice University [34]. And the relation between OCR and the above
codelet concept can be analysed from [43]. What also notable to this community
is the recent R&D work pursued at DOE PNNL that has generated novel and
promising results.
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4.4 Work on Parallel Computation Models

In Sect. 1, we already include a discussion of related work on parallel computation
models. For space reasons, we will not discuss these works further. However, we
still wish to point out some seminal work following modular software engineering
principles — Niklaus Wirth’s programming language work of Pascal [41] and
Modula [42], John McCarthy’s work on LISP [35], and Jack Dennis’s work of
programming generality [7].

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper has outlined our proposal of a parallel Turing machine model called
PTM. We hope that our work may encourage similar activities in studying par-
allel Turing machine model. We look forward to seeing significant impact of such
studies which will eventually contribute to the success of parallel computing.

We suggest the following topics as future work. A simulator of our proposed
PTM should be useful to show how the program execution model and the corre-
sponding abstract architecture work. Two attributes of our PTM may by demon-
strated through the simulation — practicability and generality. Since our PTM
tries to establish a different model from the previous work, we will show how
parallel computation can be effectively and productively represented, programed
and efficiently computed under our PTM. Meanwhile, through simulation, we
should be able to implement and evaluate extensions and revisions of our PTM.
It may also provide a platform to evaluate other alternatives for abstract paral-
lel architecture, such as those that utilize different memory models, or even an
implementation that incorporates both shared memory and distributed memory
models in the target parallel system.
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